Aluminum Couplings

Seal Fast Aluminum Cam Locks are produced using high quality Gravity Casting. Having used Die Casting in the past, we found it to be weaker when comparing equal thickness, resulting in a much higher failure rate. Even though Gravity Casting is more expensive process than Die Casting, we feel it is the better solution for the industry.

- Seal Fast Aluminum Cam Locks are provided with Heavy Duty Brass Handles.
- Brass Handles prolong the life of the adapter when compared to Stainless Handles, as they are softer on the adapter.

Seal Fast Aluminum C & E are provided with Machined Shanks.
- This allows for easier coupling insertion into hose as the shank is more true, and the surface is smoother.
- It helps prevent leakage when compared to non-machined shanks

Offering higher quality, at a price competitive with standard imported couplings.